Locally-sourced Trend is Here to Stay
By Emily Zahniser

W

hatever you want to call it, the “slow-food,” “hautebarnyard,” “farm-to-table,” “locally-sourced,” “seasonallyrelevant,” trend isn’t going away anytime soon. In fact,
this attention to our food supply chain and a desire to support our
local communities continues to grow in the awareness of today’s
consumers — whether they are shopping for their home kitchen,
or eating out at their neighborhood restaurant. Some restaurants
are adopting their own local farm and utilizing the relationship as
a marketing technique. Other restaurants have even gone as far as
“buying the farm.”
If you are interested in utilizing your own home-grown produce
for your restaurant’s kitchen, there are some basic guidelines and
resources that you should be aware of. Although there are no hardand-fast regulations (yet) that govern restaurants or chefs bringing
their home-grown produce into the commercial kitchen, there is
one simple rule: all produce must be freshly picked and brought to
the restaurant as-is for cleaning and preparation. Any pre-washing
or prepping would be considered “processing” and must be done in
a licensed food-processing facility.
Beyond produce, the regulations become more specific. You may
bring your own eggs into the commercial kitchen, but you will need
to obtain an Egg Handler Dealers License through the Washington
State Department of Agriculture (WSDA). Otherwise, dairy, in
general, is a highly regulated industry with multiple licenses and
stringent guidelines. Restaurants buying from local dairy farmers
would be wise to make sure their source is fully licensed by the
WSDA. Raw milk is never allowed in a restaurant.
Like dairy, the meat industry is also highly regulated, and wild game
is not allowed. Poultry is not as stringently regulated, but a smallfarm poultry operation must still be licensed and inspected by the
WSDA.
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If a restaurant or chef is interested in utilizing any personal resources
for produce or other menu ingredients, the WSDA “Green Book”
for small farms would provide a thorough overview of regulations
and considerations. It can be found at http://agr.wa.gov/Marketing/
SmallFarm/.
If you are interested in going straight to an existing small farm near
you for locally sourced ingredients, a comprehensive list, including
Washington state farmer’s markets and harvest schedules, visit http://
smallfarms.wsu.edu/farms/locate_search.asp. For a guide specific to
Puget Sound region farms and crops, visit www.pugetsoundfresh.org.

